
Foaming active chlorine detergent designed for cleaning environments 
where foodstuffs are processed.

Abundant and clingy foam production
This product uses special foaming agents so that when it’s sprayed 
on vertical surfaces using a special spray gun it creates a thick, clingy 
foam that increases the contact time between the dirt and Perlac San 
Schiuma New and simultaneously provides guaranteed cleaning.

Cleaning power
The chlorates contained in the formula give it just the right amount of 
active chlorine which, together with its alkalinity and penetrating and 
emulsifying powers, gets surfaces perfectly clean. 

Recommended for food industries
Perlac San Schiuma New is particularly effective at removing the 
organic residues created by food processing activities.

Perlac San Schiuma New is recommended in any situation where 
there is a need for cleaning in environments and on apparatus fouled 
with proteins and grease. Its properties make it particularly useful in 
slaughterhouses, meat processing plants, dairies and wineries.

Detergent range

Perlac San Schiuma New
FOAMING DETERGENT

Characteristics
Appearance: clear liquid.

Colour: light  yellow.

Specific weight at 20 °C: 1.09-1.12 g/cm3.

Alcalinity: 4 - 6 % (expressed as NaOH).

Rinsability: excellent.

Biodegradability:  over 90% (art. 2 & 4 law no. 136 of 
26/4/83).

How to use and dosage
Adjust the concentration in line with the extent of the 
cleaning operation required (optimum solution 3-5%).

Use appropriate devices to spray the product onto 
surfaces. 

Rinse thoroughly using a pressurized spray gun.

Storage
Store in a cool and well ventilated place, away from 
excessive light and heat. Carefully close the 
package after opening.

Hazard labelling
This product is classified as corrosive.

Before handling the product please consult the 
relevant safety information.

Pack sizes
code 256061 - 25 kg canisters
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